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Abstract
This show and tell paper describes a client mobile application
for Chinese-Spanish machine translation. The system combines
a standard server-based statistical machine translation (SMT)
system, which requires online operation, with different input
modalities including text, optical character recognition (OCR)
and automatic speech recognition (ASR). It also includes an
index-based search engine for supporting off-line translation.
Index Terms: machine translation, Chinese, Spanish

1. Introduction
Nowadays, machine translation technologies have become ma-
tured enough to support some basic commercial applications.
In this sense, currently available systems are able to support
basic applications such as cross-language information retrieval
and webpage translation. This, combined with the increasing
use of smart-phones, which provide portability and availability
of internet almost everywhere, is allowing for most of conven-
tional on-line applications to be deployed and used on mobile
platforms.

In this show and tell paper we describe a client mobile ap-
plication for Chinese-Spanish machine translation. This sys-
tem, which is a server-based application, requires internet con-
nection for its operation. However, as small index of most com-
mon translations is included in the client side so some basic
translation capabilities are still available on off-line mode. The
mobile application also incorporates a set of different function-
alities oriented to ease the user-system interaction, as well as
to improve the user experience. These functionalities include
OCR and ASR input modalities, as well as language detection
and image retrieval.

2. SMT system description
The server-side translation engine used by the system is based
on the phrase-based SMT approach [1], in which the transla-
tion is performed by splitting the input sentence in fragments
and each of these fragments is assigned a translation unit from
a translation-table. These translation units are selected in order
to maximize a linear combination of feature functions. The two
main feature functions included in our system are the transla-
tion model and the language model. Additional models, such
as lexical weights, phrase and word penalty and reordering are
also included.

In general, Chinese-Spanish SMT systems follow a pivot
approach, in which English is used as intermediate language for
the full translation [2]. This is mainly done because of the lack
of appropriate bilingual data to train a direct Chinese-Spanish
translation system. The main difference of our system with re-
spect to other commercial systems is that we use a direct ap-

proach. For this to be possible we have compiled a reasonable
large Chinese-Spanish corpus by leveraging on and combining
few existing resources. More specifically, we use theHoly Bible
corpus [3], the United Nations corpus [4], a small subset of the
European Parliament Plenary Speeches (which has been auto-
matically translated into Chinese), a technical Chinese-Spanish
parallel corpus from TAUS [5], and an small in-house developed
corpus in the transportation and hospitality domains. The result-
ing combined Chinese-Spanish corpus has a total of 70 million
words.

In addition, specific preprocessing pipelines have been used
for each language. More specifically, for the case of Chinese,
the Stanford segmenter [6] is used; while for Spanish, Freeling
[7] is used. When Spanish is used as a input, it is addition-
ally reduced to a lower-cased and unaccented form. Finally,
for implementing the SMT engine, we have used MOSES [8]
with a standard configuration: align-grow-final-and alignment
symmetrization, 5-gram language model with interpolation and
kneser-ney discount and phrase-smoothing and lexicalized re-
ordering. For optimization purposes, we used our in-house de-
veloped corpus.

3. Mobile Application
This section describes the main features of the mobile applica-
tions.

The android app was created by using the Android Devel-
opment Toolkit (ADT), which is a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE.
The communication between the Android app and the server
is handled by using the HTTPClient interface, which allows a
client to send data to the server via the POST method. The
Iphone app was developed by using xcode, in which the pro-
gramming language used is Objective C.

The main features included in the mobile-based client ap-
plication are the ASR and OCR input modalities, image re-
trieval, language detection and off-line translation mode.

3.1. Input modalities and language detection

In addition to text input, the application also incorporates ASR
and OCR as input modalities.

For ASR, the application uses the native ASR engines of
the used mobile platforms: Jelly-bean in the case of Android1

and Siri in the case of iOS2.
Regarding OCR, which allows for electronic conversion

of scanned images into machine-encoded text, we adapted the
open-source OCR Tesseract (released under the Apache license)
[9].

1http://www.android.com/about/jelly-bean/
2http://www.apple.com/ios/siri/
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The application also implements a very simple, but effec-
tive, language detection system, which allows for automatically
distinguishing between Chinese and Spanish, without the need
for the user to specify which input language is currently being
used. The language detection algorithm is based on comparing
code-average values with a numeric threshold for the UTF-8
encoding used by the application.

3.2. Image retrieval

The mobile application also implements a image retrieval func-
tion. For this, the popular website flickr [10] is used. This func-
tionality allows for the user to retrieve images that are relvant to
the concepts or entities being translated. Some specific Chinese
and Spanish terminology can be better described with a picture
than with a verbatim translation of the input. For instance, this
is mostly the case for specific terminology referring to local ge-
ographic names, food names, etc.

3.3. Off-line mode

The mobile-based client application also provides some basic
off-line translation capabilities. This is based on a simple index-
based search strategy, in which previous translations to com-
monly used inputs are retrieved based on semantic similarity
scores.

The basic operation of the feature is as follows. When a
huge number of translations have been done, some statistics
are computed to know which are the most common queries en-
tered by the users. Then, these most commonly used inputs
are stored, along with their corresponding translations, in a lo-
cal index which can be directly accessed on the mobile when
the device is off-line. A basic search engine is used to retrieve
translations from the index based on the semantic similarity be-
tween the given input and the stored most-common inputs.

The index is updated on a periodic basis after a significant
amount of new data has been collected and when the application
is operating in online mode.

4. Future enhancement plans
A future enhancement plan for helping the translator improve
its performance over time is to include an option in the mobile-
based application for letting the users suggest a better transla-
tion than the one they have obtained. When the user thinks that
the translation in the target language could be better, she or he
can submit a suggestion for the better translation. A database
that can store all these suggestions had to be included in the
process on the server-application side.

Over time, this database of translation pairs can be used to
re-train the main SMT engine and improve the coverage and the
overall quality of the system performance.

5. Conclusions
In this show and tell paper, we described a mobile-based client
application for Chinese-Spanish SMT. This service allows users
to have an easy and convenient access to translations via a mo-
bile app.

The main characteristics of the presented system are: the
use of a direct translation engine between Chinese and Spanish
(without the use of pivot language), the support of the mobile
platform, the integration of alternative input modalities such as
automatic speech recognition and optical character recognition,
and the incorporation of additional supporting features such as

image retrieval, language detection and off-line operation mode.
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